The genetic legacy of the Yaghnobis: A witness of an ancient Eurasian ancestry in the historically reshuffled central Asian gene pool
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Objectives: The Yaghnobis are an ethno-linguistic minority historically settled along the Yaghnob River in the Upper-Zarafshan Valley in Tajikistan. They speak a language of Old Sogdian origin, which is the only present-day witness of the Lingua Franca used along the Silk Road in Late Antiquity. The aim of this study was to reconstruct the genetic history of this community in order to shed light on its isolation and genetic ancestry within the Euro-Asiatic context.

Materials and Methods: A total of 100 DNA samples were collected in the Yaghnob and Matcha Valleys during several expeditions and their mitochondrial, Y-chromosome and autosomal genome-wide variation were compared with that from a large set of modern and ancient Euro-Asiatic samples.

Results: Findings from uniparental markers highlighted the long-term isolation of the Yaghnobis. Mitochondrial DNA ancestry traced an ancient link with Middle Eastern populations, whereas Y-chromosome legacy showed more tight relationships with Central Asians. Admixture, outgroup-f3, and D-statistics computed on autosomal variation corroborated Y-chromosome evidence, pointing respectively to low Anatolian Neolithic and high Steppe ancestry proportions in Yaghnobis, and to their closer affinity with Tajiks than to Iranians.

Discussion: Although the Yaghnobis do not show evident signs of recent admixture, they could be considered a modern proxy for the source of gene flow for many Central Asian and Middle Eastern groups. Accordingly, they seem to retain a peculiar genomic ancestry probably ascribable to an ancient gene pool originally wide spread across a vast area and subsequently reshuffled by distinct demographic events occurred in Middle East and Central Asia.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Central Asia has represented for millennia a crossroads of individuals, genes, languages, cultures and goods, being in a key point of relevant human migration routes (Baskakov, 1960, 1966; CLI, 1989; Johanson & Csató, 1998; Kerimova, 1966; Menges, 1968; Poppe, 1970; Rastorgueva, 1966). Its history was deeply marked by considerable movements of different populations through time, which took place since the post Last Glacial Maximum, reached remarkable intensity in the Neolithic and the Bronze Age and progressively increased until Antiquity and Middle Ages (Beckwith, 2009; Litvinskij, 1998). In fact, this area was interested by the main political phenomena of the Eastern Ancient and Mediaeval World as an important satrapy of the Persian Empire, and as a trade center along the Silk Road, in particular with Samarkand. Its involvement in this trade route occurred particularly during the Sasanian Kingdom and after the Islamic Invasion of Central Asia (Le Strange, 1905; Wiesehöfer, 1996), when Central Asia was also affected by a number of migratory waves involving Turkic tribes (Barthold, 1962; PhTF, 2000) and the massive expansion of the Mongol Empire (Barthold, 1928; Heissig, 1978; HM, 1989; Spuler, 1961, 1985). In the context of these intense population movements, most of Central Asian history remains complex and contentious (Frye, 1998).

Several genetics and genomics studies have already focused on Central Asia populations based on modern samples (Chaix et al., 2007; Comas et al., 1998, 2004; Dulk et al., 2011; Heyer et al., 2009; Irwin et al., 2010; Marchi et al., 2017; Martínez-Cruz et al., 2011; Palstra et al., 2015; Quintana-Murci et al., 2004; Ségurel et al., 2008; Wells et al., 2001). Moreover, some ancient samples have been analyzed as well (Allentoft et al., 2015; Lazaridis et al., 2016), but including specimens mainly recovered from the northern boundaries of this territory (e.g., Northern Kazakhstan) and focusing on particular time frames, such as the Bronze Age. In fact, during this period, populations of the Eurasian steppe were supposed to have mediated the diffusion of the so-called steppe-ancestry westward, thus appreciably contributing to the present-day European and South Asian (SA) gene pools. However, in spite of these studies and in the light of the results recorded, still unanswered questions remain and some Central Asian populations deserve to be further investigated.

Among these populations, Yaghnobis are certainly an unusual group, a tile in the mosaic of the intriguing and complex history of Central Asia, very interesting from both an ethnolinguistic and a genetic perspective. They were proposed to be relic depository of traces of a peculiar and ancient gene pool (Cilli et al., 2011; Cilli, De Fanti, Delaini, Panaino, & Grupioni, 2013) and of an archaic language, which is a living Eastern variety of the ancient Middle Iranian language (Sogdian) spoken in Samarkand and Bukhara, that represented for centuries important pre-Islamic cultural crossroads along the Silk Road (Panaino, Gariboldi, & Ognibene, 2013; Panaino, 2008). In particular, Yaghnobi is the only living language that directly continues a particular variety of Sogdian, probably used in the mountains of that area and different in some respects from the Sogdian spoken in the cities of which we have many written documents (Benveniste, 1979; Negmatov, 1996; Panaino, 2008; Panaino et al., 2013; Sims-Williams, 1989; Vaissière, 2002, 2011).

Knowledge about the existence of their language dates from the second half of the nineteenth century (Iskanderkul expedition in 1870), when Yaghnobi was discovered and then written for the first time (Kühn, 1881a, 1881b). For this reason, for centuries, the history of the Yaghnobis relied only on oral traditions passed down through generations (Andreev & Peščereva, 1957). These traditions bring back their origins to the fascinating history of Sogdians, the main ancient caravan merchants of the Silk Road. The Yaghnob Valley is a very interesting area, studied in historical, ethnographical, and geographical perspectives (Basello, Guizzo, & Ognibene, 2008; Baumer, 2012; Golden, 2011; Gunya, 2002; Panaino et al., 2013; Rose, 2010; Whitlock, 2003) but, until nowadays, it has not been deeply investigated from the archeological point of view and no relevant evidences about past settlements are highlighted. In fact, there are only some dated works concerning a large-scale archeological survey (Jakubov, 1979, 1988), while there are some relevant reports only about the Hermitage’s expedition in the adjacent Matcha Valley (Lur’e, Semenov, & Stepanov, 2017).

Today, the Yaghnobis represent an isolated ethno-linguistic population, historically settled between 2,200 and 2,600 m above sea level in the valley of the Yaghnob River, located in the Upper-Zarafshan area (North-West Tajikistan; Figure 1). The Upper Valley of the Yaghnob River is virtually inaccessible for several months of the year, due to considerable snowfall and to the complete absence of roads after the village of Nemetkon (Panaino, 2008). Geographical isolation helped the people of the Yaghnob Valley to preserve their language, culture, lifestyle, and, possibly, their gene pool for centuries. The Yaghnobis are Muslims even if they still preserve some peculiar traits that might link them to an early Iranian pre-Islamic past (Panaino, 2008).

In the remote past, the Yaghnobis were settled only along the eponymously named river but, in 1968–1969, most of them were relocated onto cotton plantations, in the plains surrounding Zafarobod, near to the Uzbekistan border. After 1978, some of them returned to the Yaghnob Valley, but later, during the Tajik Civil War (1992–1997), a more consistent part of the Yaghnobi population moved back to their homeland, where they still live today. The actual Yaghnobi population in the Upper Yaghnob Valley is estimated to be less than 500 individuals, which are settled in 21 villages and rely on an economy of subsistence funded on farming and agriculture (Panaino, 2008). Aside from the valley, considerable Yaghnobi communities are today located near Dushanbe and in Zafarobod, as a consequence of deportation, although Yaghnobis live also in Zumand as result of a voluntary migration in the second half of 19th century.
To date, the genetic history of this ethnic group has not been fully investigated. Previous works on the Yaghnobis (Chaix et al., 2007; Cilli et al., 2011; Comas et al., 2004; Marchi et al., 2017; Martinez-Cruz et al., 2011; Segurel et al., 2008; Wells et al., 2001; Yunusbayev et al., 2015) have only marginally described their genetic variability, mainly because of the limited number of samples or the low-resolution markers used. Moreover, in almost all these studies, the collected samples were from outside the Yaghnob Valley, in particular from multi-ethnic and cosmopolitan areas or from unspecified locations.

Contrary to what has been published so far, the present study makes use of a large spectrum of biological data collected by an ethnolinguistic and archeological mission of the University of Bologna, in the framework of a specific and larger multidisciplinary investigation (Panaino, 2008; Panaino et al., 2013). To shed light on their origins and to disentangle the genetic relationships between the Yaghnobis and other extant or ancient populations, a high percentage of the residual Yaghnobi population settled in the upper Yaghnob Valley (Figure 1) was sampled. Indeed, the relevance of this study lies in the large number of collected samples (N = 88), which constitutes approximately almost 20% of the whole population resident in the Yaghnob Valley, in addition 12 individuals from the adjacent Matcha Valley, not belonging to the Yaghnobi ethnic group, were collected. Characterization of their mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), Y-chromosome and autosomal genome variation was used to set this ethnolinguistic isolate into the landscape of modern and ancient Euro-Asiatic genetic diversity, enabling us to infer the main demographic processes that have shaped the genetic history of the Yaghnobis.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | DNA sampling and extraction

Buccal swabs samples were obtained from 100 unrelated subjects residing in several villages (21) placed along the adjacent Yaghnob (N = 88) and Matcha (N = 12) Valleys of Tajikistan (Figure 1).

Appropriate written informed consents were obtained from all the individuals participating in the study. The bioethic committee of the University of Bologna released approval for the present study,
which was designed and conducted in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations and according to the ethical principles for medical research involving human subjects stated by the WMA Declaration of Helsinki.

Genomic DNA was extracted from buccal swabs using a salting out protocol modified from Miller, Dykes, & Polesky (1988), and quantified with the Qubit 2.0 fluorometer (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Carlsbad, CA, USA). Details about samples, sampling strategy, and DNA extraction are available in Supporting Information.

### 2.2 Mitochondrial DNA and Y-chromosome typing

A total of 79 samples were successfully sequenced for the first hyper-variable segment (HVS-I) of the mtDNA control region and genotyped for 22 coding region single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). MtDNA haplogroups were assigned using Haplogrep and PhyloTree mtDNA phylogeny, Build 17 (van Oven & Kayser, 2009), based on both HVS-I sequence and on the analysis of the 22 coding region SNPs. The protocols and the list of markers used are presented in Supporting Information. HVS-I sequences will be made available upon request at the corresponding author or at the repository of the Molecular Anthropology Lab (http://www.bioanthropologybologna.eu).

All male samples (N = 49) were further genotyped for the 23 Y-chromosome short-tandem repeat (STR) loci implemented in the PowerPlex Y23 System (PPY23, Promega Corporation, Madison, WI), as described in the Supporting Information. Subsequently, three haplogroup-specific multiplexes (Ferri & Alù, 2012) followed by Minisequencing reaction were used to type 17 Y-chromosome SNPs according to the protocols described in Supporting Information.

### 2.3 Statistical analyses on uniparental genetic markers

To set the Yaghnobi mtDNA and Y-chromosome variation into a wider genetic landscape, as well as to investigate potential sex-biased patterns of gene flow and admixture, we compared uniparental genetic profiles of the collected samples with those included in extended reference datasets extracted from the literature. Comparison population samples were selected to be representative of the following geographical areas: South-Eastern Europe, Middle East, Caucasus, Central Asia, South Asia and East Asia. Overall, ~7,600 mtDNA HVS-I sequences and ~9,700 Y-STRs profiles were retrieved from individuals belonging to 120 and 166 Eurasian populations, respectively (Supporting Information Tables S3 and S4).

Standard diversity indexes, as well as Rst and Fst pairwise genetic distances, were computed on STRs and HVS-I data using the Arlequin software v.3.5.1.2 (Excoffier & Lischer, 2010). Genetic relationships among population groups were explored through principal component analysis (PCA) based on haplotype data, and population samples resulting outliers in the PCA space were excluded from subsequent analyses. To further clarify spatial patterns of genetic variation, a spatial principal component analysis (sPCA) was also performed by integrating the genetic data with the information about the geographic distribution of examined populations by maximizing the product of variance and spatial autocorrelation. PCA and sPCA analyses were performed using the R adegenet package. Significance of Global and Local sPCA-detected structures (compared to random spatial distributions of genetic variability) were tested by means of a Monte Carlo procedure using 10,000 permutations, as implemented in the global.rtest and local.rtest functions of the adegenet package (Jombart, Devillard, Dufour, & Pontier, 2008; Jombart, 2008).

### 2.4 Genome-wide SNPs genotyping and assembling of a reference dataset

Among the collected samples, those with DNA concentration higher than 30 ng/μL were selected for genome-wide SNPs genotyping. Thus 19 belonging to the Yaghnobi ethnic group were further genotyped for the 719,666 genome-wide SNPs implemented in the Illumina HumanOmniExpress-24 BeadChips v1.1 array (San Diego, CA) at the Laboratory of Molecular Biology of the Italian Auxologic Institute in Milan, on a HiScan SQ System (Illumina, San Diego, CA).

Quality control (QC) steps, along with computation of summary statistics, merging with reference datasets and analysis of runs of homozygosity, were performed using the PLINK software v.1.07 (Purcell et al., 2007). After the QC steps described in Supporting Information, the filtered dataset consisted of 15 Yaghnobi individuals successfully typed for 663,785 SNPs.

Such high quality data were then merged with several reference datasets overall made up of 43 Eurasian and 5 African modern populations for which comparable genome-wide information was available (Supporting Information Table S5), including also six Yaghnobi individuals previously typed by Yunusbayev et al. (2015) and here indicated as Yaghnobi2 population. The same QC protocols described in Supporting Information were applied also to these reference datasets prior to merging procedures. The obtained dataset was finally merged also with publicly available genome-wide data generated for ancient samples from Europe, Central Asia and the Middle East (Allentoft et al., 2015; Lazaridis et al., 2016; Mathieson et al., 2015).

After QC, a final un-pruned dataset included 1,078 individuals typed for 260,409 SNPs. For most of the subsequent analyses we applying a Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) pruning procedure to exclude one SNP for each pair showing r^2 values higher than 0.2 within a 50-SNPs window, sliding five loci each time. Moreover, SNPs with a minor allele frequency lower than 0.01 were also removed, obtaining a pruned dataset of 105,798 SNPs, that was used to perform multivariate, admixture, ROH and population-based analyses. Genome-wide autosomal SNP-chip data generated during the current study are available upon request to the corresponding author or at the Molecular Anthropology Lab repository (http://www.bioanthropologybologna.eu).

### 2.5 Inferences drawn from genome-wide data

PCA was performed on the pruned dataset including modern reference populations by using the smartpca function implemented in the EIGENSOFT package v6.0.1 (Patterson, Price, & Reich, 2006; Price et al., 2006). Ancient samples were subsequently projected on the obtained PCA space by means of the lsproj = YES function. Admixture analyses were carried out using ADMIXTURE v1.21 to infer a maximum likelihood estimate of individual ancestry (Alexander...
Novembre, & Lange, 2009). ADMIXTURE was run by testing two to nine hypothetical ancestral populations (K). Fifty replicates with a different random seed were run for each K in order to test for convergence, and a cross-validation error (CV) was calculated for each run to identify which K showed the best fit to the data. Results from these population structure analyses were also used to verify the homogeneity of the newly typed Yaghnobi samples (N = 15) with respect to those already available from the literature (N = 6), such that they could be considered as a single group (N = 21) when computing ROH and population-based tests.

ROH were estimated to calculate the number of genomic segments in homozygosity within each population of the pruned dataset with the aim of comparing the Yaghnobi inbreeding pattern with those of other human groups. Since this is an intra-individual-based analysis, only populations with more than 10 individuals were considered, to reduce results possibly biased by low sample sizes.

The three-population test (f3; Reich et al., 2009) and the D-statistics (Green et al., 2010) were calculated on the pruned dataset using the dedicated software implemented in the ADMIXTOOLS v3.0 package. Z-scores of the f3 statistics were computed via a Block Jackknife approach to assess significance of the obtained results. Population trios showing significant f3 values (i.e., Z-scores ≤ −2) were finally considered for admixture dating with the LD decay-based approach implemented in ALDER v1.03 (Loh et al., 2013) performed on the un-pruned dataset.

Both PCA and sPCA analyses pointed to a substantial difference in the Yaghnobi mtDNA genetic composition with respect to those of other Central Asian populations. In fact, the PCA plot highlighted that, while Tajiks from the Matcha Valley (TJM) clustered within the Central Asian group in the PCA plot, the Yaghnobis (YAG) appeared to be genetically closer to Middle Eastern populations (Supporting Information Figure S1). Similarly, sPC1 values revealed different clustering patterns for the Tajiks from the Matcha Valley and the Yaghnobis, along the East–West cline of mtDNA variation spanning from East Asia (large white squares) to South-Eastern Europe, the Caucasus and the Middle East (large black squares; Figure 2). In particular, the positive value obtained for the Yaghnobis (0.47, black square) contrasted with the negative values (white squares) observed for both the Tajiks from Matcha (−0.41) and, more generally, for the whole Central Asian cluster (on average −0.20; Supporting Information Table S2).

The described differences between the Yaghnobis and the Tajiks from Matcha become even more evident when we directly compared their (f3) genetic distances with those computed for all comparison populations. While the TJM showed the lowest genetic distances when contrasted with the other Central Asian groups, the YAG revealed an increased genetic affinity (i.e., lower distances) with geographically distant groups from the Middle East (Supporting Information Figure S3).

Consistent with these findings, the Yaghnobi mtDNA haplogroup composition (Supporting Information Table S1) turned out to be mainly characterized by typical West Eurasian H (~19.1%) and HV (~38.2%) lineages, and the absence of the Asian M haplogroup.

### 3 | RESULTS

#### 3.1 | Yaghnobi mitochondrial affinity with Middle Eastern populations

Y-STR haplotypes of each individual and the corresponding haplogroup assignment for each individual are provided in Supporting Information Table S3.

Y-STR haplotypes of the control region and the corresponding haplogroup assignment for each individual are provided in Supporting Information Table S1.

Diversity indexes calculated from Yaghnobi mtDNA HVS-I data suggested appreciable genetic isolation of this ethnic group, by showing significantly lower values compared to those observed, on average, for the other population clusters included in the reference dataset (Supporting Information Table S2).

PCA computed on mtDNA HVS-I data generated a scatterplot where the first two principal components (PCs) attested the overall resemblance between genetic relationships and geographic distribution of the examined Eurasian populations (Supporting Information Figure S1). In particular, PC1 (12% of variance) described a longitudinal axis of mtDNA variation, where Central Asian populations occupied an intermediate position between East Asian (EA) and the bulk of Middle Eastern, Caucasian, and South-Eastern European samples. By contrast, PC2 (5.5% of variance) reflected a north–south cline of diversity, mainly differentiating SA (i.e., Indian) samples from the Central Eurasian ones.

The observed longitudinal and latitudinal gradients of mtDNA diversity were also confirmed by the significant Global structure (observed value = 0.0475, p-value = 0.0082) identified by sPCA. It depicted a mtDNA landscape characterized by two main global genetic components showing similar spatial autocorrelation indexes, with sPC1 being additionally described by remarkable higher values of variance (Figure 2 and Supporting Information Figure S2).

### 3.2 | Yaghnobi Y-chromosome relatedness with Central Asian populations

Y-STR haplotypes of each individual and the corresponding haplogroup assignment are provided in Supporting Information Table S3.

The Yaghnobi Y-chromosome haplotype diversity (h) was found to lay within the range of variability observed for the other examined populations (Supporting Information Table S4). However, their mean number of pairwise differences (MNPD) and nucleotide diversity (π) appeared to be significantly lower with respect to the mean calculated for reference population groups (Supporting Information Table S6). This is concordant with results obtained from the analyses of mtDNA data indicating appreciable reduction in Yaghnobi genetic variability, possibly due to some degrees of isolation.

PCA performed on Y-STR data, after the exclusion of outlying reference samples, set the examined populations along a triangular distribution of Y-chromosome variation whose extremes were represented respectively by EA, Central Asian, and Middle Eastern geographic clusters (Supporting Information Figure S4). Consistently with their geographic location, Tajiks from Matcha (TJM) showed their affinities with the group of Central Asian populations, whereas the Yaghnobis (YAG) were distributed along the cline of Central Asian to Middle Eastern genetic variation, occupying an intermediate, but decentralized position between these two extremes.
Such an intermediate position between the Middle Eastern and Central Asian population clusters was also reflected by the Yaghnobi Y-chromosome haplogroup composition (Supporting Information Table S3). In fact, equal representation (at frequencies of ~30% each) of both the typical Middle-Eastern J2-M172 and the Eastern European/Central Asian R1a-M17 lineages was observed, along with the R1b-M269* and K-M9 haplogroups which are present at 21% and 12%, respectively. Other lineages (such as E1b1b-M35, G2a-U5, and R1b-M269) are present at minor frequencies being observed in single individuals.

This genetic pattern was further explored by means of sPCA, highlighting the presence of a significant Global structure (observed value = 0.0599, p-value = 0.0028), with the first two global components (sPC1 and sPC2) showing the highest spatial autocorrelation indexes (Figure 2). In particular, sPC1 pointed to an East-Westcline of Y-chromosome genetic variation that extended from the large negative values (on average −0.66) of EA groups (white squares) to the large positive ones (on average 0.41) of Southern European populations (black square; Figure 2). In this gradient, Middle Eastern and Central Asian samples occupied an intermediate position, showing on average low positive values (0.10 and 0.28, respectively). In this context, the Yaghnobis clustered with the other Central Asian groups (black squares), showing a positive sPC1 value (0.38) that was comparable with the average calculated for all Central Asian populations (Supporting Information Table S4). sPC2 instead differentiated a SA-like negative component (white squares), which was significantly less present in the Yaghnobis (−0.07) as compared to the mean value obtained for the other Central Asian populations (−0.21; Figure 2).

To directly test Y-chromosome differences between Yaghnobis and Tajiks from Matcha, their (Rst) genetic distances with respect to other Eurasian population groups were compared against one another. Accordingly, YAG and TJM were found to be similarly distant from all the considered reference populations, with the sole partial exception of a slightly higher similarity of TJM with some Central Asian groups (Supporting Information Figure S5).
3.3 | Setting the Yaghnobi population into the Eurasian genomic landscape

From an autosomal SNP perspective, the Yaghnobis showed high levels of intra-individual homozygosity, especially in terms of average number of homozygous segments (14.8), which was the second highest value among all reference populations (Supporting Information Table S5), following that observed in the Balochi sample (15.7; Supporting Information Figure S6). This finding, in line with the reduced diversity observed for uniparental markers, further corroborates the hypothesis of strong genetic drift having acted on this population, plausibly as a consequence of long-term isolation.

When PCA was applied to the pruned dataset excluding ancient samples, PC1 (3.6% of variance) described a rough gradient of genomic variation extending from Europe to East Asia, while PC2 (0.8% of variance) mainly distinguished the European populations from the SA ones (Figure 3a). In such a context, both the newly typed and the previously studied Yaghnobi individuals clustered together and occupied an intermediate position between the Iranian and the Tajik/Turkmen population samples, with some individuals slightly overlapping with Tajiks.

Ancient samples (Supporting Information Table S5) were then projected onto the PCA space described above and found to cluster within the area of the plot occupied by modern European and Middle Eastern populations (Supporting Information Figure S7), as previously observed in other studies (Lazaridis et al., 2016; Mathieson et al., 2015).

Inclusion of ancient samples turned out to be highly informative for the reconstruction of the Yaghnobi genomic ancestry when ADMIXTURE analysis was applied. The lowest CV-errors for all the performed ADMIXTURE replicates were observed by testing \( K = 5 \) and \( K = 6 \) ancestral populations (Supporting Information Figure S8), leading to the identification of an African-like (green), a SA-like (yellow), and an EA-like (blue) modern genetic component. At \( K = 6 \) (Figure 3b), the three main components that describe the genetic

---

**FIGURE 3** Principal component analysis performed on 37 modern Eurasian populations included in the pruned dataset (a). ADMIXTURE analyses testing \( K = 5 \) (top) and \( K = 6 \) (bottom) ancestral populations (b). For each \( K \) only runs with the highest log-likelihood values were plotted. Ancient samples were grouped according to the following labels: NAn (Neolithic from Anatolia), Hungary_EN (early Neolithic from Hungary), Levant_N (Neolithic Levant), Armenia_ChL (chalcolithic from Armenia), Armenia_EMLBA (early/middle/Late bronze age from Armenia), Levant_BA (Levant bronze age), Samara_HG (Samara hunter-gatherer), steppe_MLBA (steppe Middle/late bronze age), Steppe_EMBA (Steppe early/middle bronze age), CHG (Caucasus hunter-gatherer), Nir (Neolithic and chalcolithic from Iran). A complete list of modern and ancient populations included in the tested dataset are provided in Supporting Information Table S5.
structure of ancient samples were also detected, in accordance with previous studies (Lazaridis et al., 2016). They were referred to according to the groups deriving most of their ancestry from them (i.e., the Neolithic Anatolian component, NA, red; the Early/Middle Bronze Age Steppe component, EMBA_Steppe, purple; the Neolithic Iranian component, NIr, orange). Interestingly, on average 44% of the Yaghnobi ancestry was accounted for by the NIr component, similarly to what observed for modern Iranians (46%). Nevertheless, Yaghnobis differed from present-day Iranian samples due to a higher proportion of the EMBA_Steppe component (32% vs. 11%) and a lower percentage of the NA one (8% vs. 25%). The Tajiks presented a genomic background more similar to that of Yaghnobis than modern Iranians, although they showed appreciable internal variability. In fact, some Tajik individuals presented higher levels of EA ancestry, while others had instead lower EA proportions, similarly to Yaghnobis. The main difference between Yaghnobi and Tajik populations was that the former showed a lower proportion (10% vs. 21%) of SA ancestry, coupled with a higher contribution of the NIr component (44% vs. 30%).

3.4 | Disentangling genomic relationships between the Yaghnobis and several Eurasian populations

To better understand the genomic relationships between Yaghnobis, Iranians and Tajiks suggested by results of ADMIXTURE analyses, more refined demographic hypotheses about the Yaghnobi genetic history were tested. For this purpose, an outgroup f3 statistic in the form of f3 (Yoruba; test, X) was used to compare patterns of shared genetic drift between each of the tested group (i.e., Yaghnobis, Iranians and Tajiks) with respect to all the other populations included in the reference dataset (X). Accordingly, Yaghnobis and Tajiks were found to be similarly distant to all Eurasian populations more than what resulted by comparing Yaghnobis and Iranians (Supporting Information Figure S9), thus suggesting a closer genetic affinity of Yaghnobis to Tajiks than to modern Iranians.

To corroborate this finding, an ad-hoc four populations D-statistics was calculated by testing a demographic model in the form of a tree (Tajiks, Iranians; Yaghnobis, Yoruba). In fact, such an analysis can assess whether Yaghnobis show substantial recent gene flow with Tajiks (i.e., positive D) or instead if they are more closely related to Iranians (i.e., negative D). In accordance with outgroup f3 results, the obtained D values suggested the presence of recent gene flow between Yaghnobis and Tajiks (D = 0.0138 ± 0.0007; Z-score = 17.84).

The f3 statistic was also used to formally assess the occurrence of admixture events by testing each population as admixed between a combination of every other two populations of the pruned dataset considered as parental proxies. Interestingly, Yaghnobis did not show any negative f3 values when tested as target of admixture. On the contrary, they presented several significant negative values when considered as parental source of admixture (Supporting Information Table S7). In accordance with ADMIXTURE analyses, the main pattern that emerged from these f3-tests is that Yaghnobis showed a good fit as a parental proxy of admixtures for modern Middle Eastern and Caucasian populations, also involving an African- or a NA-related ancestry group as the second parental source. They further showed a good fit as a parental proxy for admixture between Central Asian populations (e.g., Uzbeks, Kazakhs, Kyrgyzs, Hazaras, Tajiks, and Turkmens) and EAs as the second source group. Moreover, f3 tests detected admixture between Tajiks and a source of SA ancestry (as suggested by ADMIXTURE results), involving Sri Lankan Tamil and Yaghnobis as parental proxies (Supporting Information Table S7).

All significant negative f3 results that involved Yaghnobis as a parental population were further tested with ALDER to infer the dates of the observed admixture events (Supporting Information Table S8). For this purpose, we used the un-pruned dataset by excluding ancient samples since their high levels of missing data and differences in time ranges could bias estimations of admixture dating. As expected, not all of the best candidate admixture events pointed out by f3 tests were significant when tested with ALDER, probably due to the high sensitivity of this method to close relatedness between parental populations and/or parental and target populations (i.e., remarkable LD sharing between them). Nevertheless, significant ALDER results detected admixture in Central Asians (e.g., Hazaras, Kazakhs, Turkmens, and Uzbeks) involving both Yaghnobis and EA populations, suggesting a range of 14–25 generations since admixture. Conversely, Tajiks did not present significant LD decay curves because of their close genetic distance and gene flow with Yaghnobis, as identified in the previously described analyses, which resulted in them sharing too long range LD. A second significant admixture detected by ALDER is the one involving the Yaghnobis and Yemenis as parental proxy for the Iranians as admixed group which present a wide range of 33 ± 18 generations since admixture. This wide interval is due to the dispersion of LD decay data points (Supporting Information Figure S10) as a consequence of the close genetic proximity between the groups involved (i.e., Yemenis, Iranians, and Yaghnobis). Finally, Yaghnobis and Yoruba or Moroccans were suggested as parental groups in admixture events occurred in Palestinians or Mozabites (20–35 generations since admixture).

4 | DISCUSSION

The aim of the present study was to shed light on the genetic history and variability of the Yaghnobis, an enigmatic and interesting population, whose language and oral records link them to Sogdians, the ancient merchants of the Silk Route, were speaking the Lingua Franca of that area. Accordingly, we sought to disentangle their genetic history and elucidate their relationships with other Euro-Asiatic populations by taking advantage of data available in literature from both modern and ancient samples. For these purposes, we first applied an in-depth and accurate sampling strategy, in terms of number of collected samples and surveyed geographical locations, and we performed an exhaustive characterization of the Yaghnobi gene pool by using three complementary sets of genetic markers: mtDNA, Y-chromosome and genome wide autosomal SNPs. Finally, we integrated the obtained genetic evidence with historical and linguistic records available for the investigated population.

Our analyses showed that the Yaghnobi matrilineal gene pool comprises a restricted panorama of haplogroups, mainly represented by West Eurasian lineages, such as H and HV. Accordingly, the mitochondrial genetic ancestry of the Yaghnobis seems to reveal an ancient link with populations from the Middle East. This connection
could be explained by the preservation of an ancestral mtDNA background due to long-term isolation, and/or by the fact that such a population was scarcely involved in relatively recent events of gene-flow occurred with neighboring Central Asian groups, events that are indeed generally male-biased. In fact, the mitochondrial DNA variability emerging from these analyses corroborates specific peculiarities shared between the Yaghnobi language (strongly related to a variety of the ancient Middle Iranian language) and those spoken on the Iranian plateau, representing an example of close connection between linguistic (Bielmeier, 1989; Payne, 1989; Sims-Williams, 1989; Windfuhr, 1989) and genetic history (Cavalli-Sforza et al., 1994).

Moreover, in the light of the possible effect of past male-biased migration events, the Yaghnobi Y-chromosome legacy turned out to be characterized by a more tight relationship with other Central Asian populations than with the Middle Eastern ones. This supports the hypothesis that admixture with Central Asians was mainly mediated by male-driven migrations, as already supposed or, in some instances, proved for other particular migration events, like those occurred during the Bronze Age, from Pontic-Caspian Steppe to Europe (Goldberg, Günther, Rosenberg, & Jakobsson, 2017; Haak et al., 2015) or from Central Asia/Pontic Steppe to India (Silva et al., 2017). Nevertheless, Y-chromosome data alone may not clearly predict the direction of this gene flow (i.e., from the Yaghnobis to Central Asians or vice versa). The picture is further complicated as the Yaghnobi paternal lineages presented some peculiar signatures that still differentiate this population from the other Central Asian ones. For instance, the Yaghnobis showed a low proportion of typical SA paternal ancestry coupled with a reduced diversity. In addition, within the Y-chromosome genetic landscape, they shifted in an outlying position occupied between the Central Asian and Middle Eastern population clusters. These latter features could, once again, indicate that possible isolation effects may have occurred in the Yaghnobi population.

Since the patterns observed for unparentally-inherited markers could be, to some extent, distorted by the small effective population sizes of such genetic systems, we attempted to disentangle the open questions regarding the Yaghnobi genetic history by investigating their autosomal genome-wide profiles. The results of these analyses turned out to be more concordant with inferences drawn from the Y-chromosome data compared to mtDNA ones. In fact, although the Yaghnobis, according to PCA (Figure 3a), seem to occupy an intermediate position in the Eurasian genomic landscape (i.e., between Central Asian and Middle Eastern population clusters) ADMIXTURE analyses further suggested that they are genetically closer to Tajiks than to Iranians (Figure 3b). However, in the interpretation of such admixture patterns, it is important to note that the Iranian population (Behar et al., 2010) included in our extended dataset was not clearly characterized and we do not know if these samples were evenly collected from the multitude of ethnic groups settled in the Iranian territory. Certainly, they appeared to be located in the geographical cline of Eurasian genetic variability and they seemed quite homogenous according to their distribution in the PCA plot (Figure 3a). On the other hand, in the datasets utilized for uniparental markers analyses (Supporting Information Tables S1 and S2), the sampling was definitely more detailed and accurate for the populations which were historically or linguistically connected with the Yaghnobis and consequently useful to elucidate the related pattern of genetic variation, as in the case of groups from the Iranian plateau (Di Cristofaro et al., 2013; Farjadian et al., 2011; Metspalu et al., 2004). Overall, the pattern highlighted by ADMIXTURE analyses (i.e., higher similarity of the Yaghnobis to the Tajiks than to Iranians) was mainly accounted for by the low Anatolian Neolithic ancestry fraction observable in the Yaghnobis (8%) as compared to modern Iranians (25%). Moreover, high proportions of the Steppe ancestry were detected in both the Yaghnobi (32%) and Tajik samples, but not in the Iranian ones (11%).

The performed outgroup f3 statistics confirmed the relatedness between the Yaghnobis and the Tajiks and the computed D-statistics also showed evidence of recent allele sharing between these two groups, which could be instead a sign of a prolonged but low proportion gene flow. Despite that, the Yaghnobi and the Tajik populations are still well-distinguishable from a genomic perspective, especially due to the lower SA (10% vs. 21%) and higher Neolithic Iranian (44% vs. 30%) ancestry proportions observed in the Yaghnobis. This could be explained by the preservation of an ancient genomic background in the Yaghnobis due to long-term isolation. In fact, in accordance with reduced diversity of uniparental markers, also ROH analyses suggested that genetic drift has strongly shaped the gene pool of present-day Yaghnobis. This could be the result of cultural practices (e.g., consanguinity and endogamy) and/or of prolonged geographical isolation (Pemberton et al., 2012) or demographic events such as a recent bottleneck, as the deportation suffered by the Yaghnobis in the recent past (Panaino, 2008).

The possibility of this long-term isolation is further supported by results from three-population tests which indicated how the Yaghnobis did not present any signature of recent admixture. On the other hand, according to both f3 and ALDER analyses, they seem to have played the role of source parental population in admixture events occurred in Central Asian or Middle Eastern groups. In particular, most of the obtained evidence pointed to some Central Asian groups as the result of admixture between EA populations and a genomic background for which the Yaghnobis could be considered as a reliable present-day proxy. These demographic processes are set in a time-frame ranging from 650 to 350 years ago considering 25 years per generation (or 750–420 considering 30 years/generation) and they probably constitute a signature ascribable to the several waves of westward Turkic and Mongol nomadic migrations (Barthold, 1962; Barthold, 1928; Spuler, 1985). A different event involved admixture between the Arab-speaking Yemenis and a Yaghnobi-like gene pool resulting in the formation of Iranians. This event while showing a wide time interval (1,275–375 years ago) it post-dates and could be tentatively associated to a number of historical events emerging as consequence of the Arab-Islamic invasion of Central Asia, to which the disappearance of the Sogdian language progressively followed (Yoshida, 2016).

Other events dated by ALDER involved admixture between groups of Sub-Saharan African ancestry and a Yaghnobi-like gene pool resulting in the formation of Middle Eastern populations. The timings of these events (900–500 years ago) and the populations involved correspond with the results obtained from other genetic studies (Helfenthal et al., 2014; Moorjani et al., 2011). These studies explained these admixtures as consequence of the Arab slave trade (Gordon,
that brought Sub-Saharan African ancestries into Middle East and Central Asia post-dating the Arab-Islamic expansion.

Nevertheless, we must observe that the chronological frames based on modern genetic data and their dating still have a timespan of uncertainty, and that in reality their chronological starting point might be much older. This would imply that the potential connections with the suggested migratory phenomena would be significantly fitting. When more data will be available from ancient genomes, the timing of these admixture events would be better resolved and precisely traced back to historical events.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, our study has not only provided new genomic data on accurately characterized and previously unsurveyed Yaghnobi communities, but it has also contributed to a more comprehensive knowledge of the genetic history of this peculiar population. In fact, we provided a fine dissection of the genomic ancestry of Yaghnobis, suggesting that they could represent a relic of an ancient gene pool shared by several Middle Eastern groups, which has more recently contributed to shape the genomic landscape of present-day Central Asian populations. Our analyses highlighted that the Yaghnobi genetic diversity could be thus considered as a cross-section of a genetic background widespread in a large area of Eurasia before that a series of historical demographic events substantially reshuffled the genetic structure of human populations residing in this region. A private history of isolation or at least of long-term reduced admixture with Central Asian populations, with the sole exception of some degree of recent gene flow from neighboring Tajik groups, might explain the preservation of such a peculiar genomic profile in the Yaghnobis. This is highly consistent with the location of this ethnic group in a remote mountainous area and is conceivably with oral traditions and linguistic connections that could have retained the Yaghnobi genetic and linguistic identities over a long period of time. Certainly, in the light of the new advances in the field of paleogenomics, a fundamental and advocated contribute to the understanding of the genetic history of Yaghnobis will be represented by the possibility to analyze ancient specimens from that area and in particular from Sogdian settlements.
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